Analysis of 5-methylcytosine in DNA of breast and colon cancer tissues.
5-methylcytosine (m(5)C) can be used as a sensitive marker of progress of the tumor formation induced by the oxidative damage reactions. We have analyzed the amount of m(5)C in DNA of patients with breast and colon cancers. Two dimensional thin layer chromatography (TLC) has been used to monitor 5-methylcytosine level in DNA extracted from cancer tissues. The level of methylation of cytosine at C-5 position in DNA from breast cancer patients correlates well with the malignancy of tumors. Interestingly higher amount of m(5)C in DNA for the breast cancer patients treated with different chemotherapeutics was observed. It suggests an activation of DNA methyltransferase as well as a genomic suppression of the DNA repair genes expression. These differences clearly reflect the health condition of patients and support the global analysis of m(5)C in DNA as a good marker for diagnosis of neoplasia in clinical practice.